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ABSTRACT 
A spacecraft to be launched in to  a solar o rb i t  has been designed 
to use l i gh t  pressure as i t s  principle means of attittrde control. 
iIoverer, the torques thus produzed would be conservative (i.e. depedant 
only on q d a r  position), and any i n i t i a l  oscil lations of the spacecraft 
would be difficult to dissipate without t h e  use of active damping. It is 
the  purpose of t h i s  thesis to d y m  the possibility of using the 
i n  thermal reradiation from the spacecraft's absorbing a d  emitting 
surfaces to produce Iron-conservative torques which will dissipate oscil- 
lations of a given ax3.s. 
which will align a spacecraft's figure axis  w i t h  the direction of incident 
radiaeon whether or not the  vehicle is spinning. 
the hardware t h i s  technique calls f o r  is completely passive --- it has no 
moving parts and requires no spacecraft power. 
A physically reasonable design is analyzed 
It i s  observed that 
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. 
A s a t e l l i t e  can be designed to u t i l i ee  electromagnetic momentum (i. e. 
U z h t  pressure) for att i tude control by appropriate arrangement of i ts  pms- 
sure surfaces dtb respect to i ts  center of mass. 
ical simplicity d reliability of such a systma i n  providing simple conser- 
vative resbriw torques, it i s  more caaplicated to adapt this technique to 
dissipate the energy contained in undesirable dynaaaicalmodes. 
thermal wradiatrive effects, which a m  mn-conservattve, can either add or 
subtract energy from these d e s  and thus may sene as a dampiw mechanism 
for vehicles using l i gh t  pressure for stabil izaaon. 
A. 2heXotatisgCy Under 
Despite the inherent Ipechan- 
However, 
To i l l u s t r a t e  one characteristic of thermal reradiative forces, l e t ' s  
Use as an example, a black metal cylinder rotatixg freely about i t s  figure 
axis a t  a rate, u radians/sec while being ill\lminated uniformly by l Q h t  of 
intensitp I, erg/cm2sec. 
i n  f igu re  I, then tbe cylinder is i~l\nainated for O <  qcv, reaching max- 
imum iU\mbnation a t  1$ = n/2. 
If we measure 1$ from entry "twilight", as shown 
In  a steady sta te  situation we would expect 
tha t  the surface temperature, T(@), would be a function of $I only and might 
be represented as 
T(@) = T,(l +Asinq+Bcos $I) (1.1) 
I 
2 
l -  where To is the "average" value of T($) over the entire surface of tbe 
cyUnder, while A aryl B are "small" fluctuations about To. 
expect that the maximum surface temperature of a cylinder element might 
occur after it had experienced 
We might &o I C  
I 
Ught intensity (i.e. for n/2<$<n). 
Figure 1 
3 
L 
It is ~ytv helpful to divide the resulting radiation pressure on the 
c y l i d e r  i n t o  2 parts. 
to I, a d  proportiod to the total energy intercepted by the cy l ide r .  
Flrst i s  tha t  coraponent of pressure which is para l l e l  
Sec- 
ond is the ne& pressure resulting from the asymetric emission of the& 
radiation from the cylinder surface since the surface temperature varies 
w i t h  $ axl  the redt iag pressure a t  each surface element is  proportional 
to S o T  ($1, &ere a=5.67XlO-' erg/cm2secoK aad S i s  the area of the 4 4 
elaaent . 
%us it can be seen t h a t  i f  the c y l i d e r  i s  divided i n to  2 halves as 
shown i n  f igure  1, one half will always be (on the average) wanner than the 
other. Heme, more thermal radiation wi l l .  be eapitted from the "hot" side 
I -  
and therfow, there will be a net transverse camponent of radiation pres- 
sure which i s  i n  the direction of the cool half and perpendicthr both t o  
the rotation axis and to the direction of the imident  radiation. 
To find the magnitpde of t h i s  pressure, consider a cylinder with the 
f O l l m i n g  properties : 
e = surface emissivity 
rz = surface absorbtivity 
R = c y W e r  radlus 
L = c y l i d e r  l-th 
w = argular velocity of c y l i d e r  
S = 2 n R L =  total area of cylinder 
R L d$ =area of a different ia l  elanent 
A d i f ferent ia l  eleaaent of the c y l i d e r  w i l l  m i t  radiation a t  the ra te  
dSeuT ( $ ) = R L d $ e c r T  ($). Now it can be shown (see appendix A) that the 
electmmagnetlc force on such a surface i s  noxmal to that surface and of a 
magnitude given by 
4 4 
4 
~ 
I d  
dF = 
where c is the 
we get 
(1.2) 
speed of l i g h t  in a vacuum. Substituting (1.1) into (1.2) 
RLd' * Tt(1+4A sin p AB cos B +. . . . . . ) 2c a= (1.3) 
4 where the binomial expansion for T ( 0 )  has been terndnated a t  the first 
order terms. 
In order to get the transverse force on the cylider, Ft, we observe 
that the contribution to it  from each differential surface element i s  
where 0 is  the a x l e  b e h e n  the surface normal and the Ft direction, ard 
also the same 0 that appears i n  (1.1)- Therefore, 
4 
RLd'saTn ( 1 + 4 A s i n l f + 4 B c o s ~ ) c o s ~  2c dFt = 
and in-rating t h i s  aroud the surface of the cyuader we get 
+bB cos2ff)d$. 
2c Ft = 
However, t h i s  immediately reduces to 
2n 4 %= R L e a  2c Ta &El cos2$d$ 
since 
(1.5) 
(1.7) 
for N=l, 2, 3, ...... (1.8) 
Evalnatixg (1.7) we g e t  
5 
. 
. 
where S i s  the total area of the  cylinder. 
nus we see tha t  the expression for  the transverse force (1 .9 )  takes 
the usual fom of thermal d s s i v e  forces except tha t  it i s  multiplied by 
#e unknown bactor cfBtr. 
2 is devoted. 
It is to the evaluation of t h i s  factor tha t  chapter 
Howerer, it should be pointed out here that B also has a v e q  special 
physical significaaee. me "direct" Ught  pressure ( i .e .  that radiation 
pressure exelusive of reradiative forces) on the cylinder is simply equal 
to tbe t o t a l  energy intercepted by it, divided by c; 
2RLn1, Fd = 
C 
(1.10) 
Now assme the c y l i d e r  receives enezy fram an area of 2 R L and radiates 
it from an area of mRL. zhen we may write the energy balanee for it as 
4 4 a 102 R L = u e To2n R L = ue To S 
If we substitute (1.11) into (1.9) and then divide by (1.101, we get as 
our result 
= B  Ft -
'd 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
Thus we see that B i s  simply #e r a t io  of the transverse reradiative pressure 
to the direct  l i gh t  pressure. 
B. "be Ubrating Slab 
To i l l u s t r a t e  another characteristLc of thermal reradiative forces, 
consider a slab of material (perhaps par t  of a spacecraft) which is in- 
sulated on one side and l i b r a t i q  about i t s  equilibrium _position (which i s  
a t  e = 0) a t  angular frequency w as shown below i n  figure 2. If we require 
moment a m  of 
Figure 2 
0 to be a periodic function of time, that i s  if 
then the time dependent U y h t  intensity, I ( t ) ,  which the surface of the 
slab experiences w i l l  be periodic and identical i n  form w i t h  that experi- 
enced by a cyUder e laent  i n  the previous section (see Appendix B). 
Therefore, the d a c e  temperature of the slab will. also be a periodic 
function of time i n  the steady state case aryl might be represented i n  an 
analogous manner to equauon (1.1) 
T ( t )  = T o ( l i 4  s i n w t  +BCOS wt). (1.14) 
7 
. 
?low it sbould be expected that the "direct" l ight  pressure on the slab, 
being a funct&on of angular position only, would just give rise to conser- 
vative torques ( i  . e. toques that would do no net work on the system during 
one cple).  
need mt be exactly in phase w i t h  position due to the lag i n  tberaaal re- 
radiation, the resdting reradiaave forces could be partially i n  phase 
w i t b  the argular velocity of the system. 
be mn-conservative d actually do work over one cycle of oscillation. 
To fixd the magnitude of U s  work, first note frcxa (1.2) 5113 have 
However, because the periodic surface temperature of the slab 
Thus, these latter torques would 
Substltatiag (1.14) into (1.2) we get  (as i n  (1.3)) 
4 SmT, (1 + 4 A sinwt +4 Bcos w t  + . . . . . . ) (1.15) F(t)= ZC 
Now we want to find the work done, if a,ny, by the slab's thermal re- 
radiafiive forces on the "system" durillg one cycle. 
2n 
\do* r W =  f F ( t )  velocity(t)dt = [ F ( t )  10(t) d t  
MfferenlAating (1.13) and 
W =  
which by (1.8) immediately 
J O  
substitutirq it into (1.16) there results 
2rr 
(cos w t  +4 A sin w t  cos wt + 4 B cos2wt)dt -
2 A  sin2wt 
reduces to 
m I. 
(1.16) 
(1.17) 
(1.18) 
flow it should be pointed aut that since .the radiatdrg surface of a 
IAbratAn;: slab and an element of a rotating cylider experience identical 
8 
functions of Ught input intensity, the factor B which appears so prominently 
in both analyses is also identical. 
cylinder will be used to calculate B in chapter 2, the resnlts thus obtained 
also apply to t h i s  section. 
So although the case of the rotatixg 
9 
L 
CHAPTW 2 
M E  G m  EQUATION 
In chapter 1 it was assumed tha t  the surface temperature was known 
and therefore, only the surface properties were needed to calculate the 
the reradiative forces. 
is very much a function of the bulk thermal propertbs of the cyUnder 
Flawever, the surface temperature of the cylinder 
material, and these W i l l  now be put  to use i n  the determination of t h e  
factor  3. 
and tedious, it w i l l  only be sketched here and the remainder will be found 
However, because the detailed derivation is extremely lengthy 
i n  Appendix C. 
A. The !General Elpation 
Consider the case of one-dimensional heat flow in a solid (see figure 3 )  
of thickness io, with insulation a t  one e d  and time dependant thermal 
radiaaon a t  the other e d .  Since no heat can flow thrtmgh the snrface, Era, 
a l l  thermal energy that is exchaxed by the solid and its envimment must 
enter the solid at r=O a t  the rate crI(t) and leave the solid at the r a t e  
e u T (0 ,  t ) .  4 These t w o  boudarg conditions may be stated matbeaaatically as: 
I -  
t S O L I D  
10 
1 1  “ i i i i  Properties of Solid (constants) 
K = thennil. coxiuctivity 
. 
C = specific heat P 
p = density 
a = surface absorbtivity 
l r  
T(r, t 1 
3 
e = surface emissiviQ 
T(r,t)  = temperature as a funcaon 
of depth and tfme 
For our purposes I(t) can be writen as X , f ( t )  (see AppenuX €3) where 
I, i s  the maximum Ught intensity and f(t)  i s  a unit half-rectified sinusoid 
as  shown in figre 4. f(t) can also be writen as the FoulTier series; 
2 (2.3) 3 15 
f(t)=-+ 1 (1+Zsinwt--coshrt--cos4wt- n 2 .....) 
Figure 4 
In order to fid the surface temperature as  a function of time (which 
is our goal), we must consider the flaw of heat throwhout Me entire soUd. 
In one dimension this heat flov obeys the well known equation 
11 
K where k =- 
cpP - 
Naw since I ( t )  i s  a periodic funcuon of time w i t h  angular frequency 
w, it i s  reasonable to assume a solution to (2.4) of the form 
If we substitute (2.5) into (2.4). we will eventually get  
where 2 is a dimensionless parameter ani P, v, s, and t are a l l  artritrary 
constants of integration, 
we w i l l  get 4 algebraic equat&ons i n  terms of the 4 arbitrm constants. 
If we note tha t  a t  the surface (M) equation ( 2 . 6 )  reduces to 
If we now require (2.6) t o  sat isfy (2.1) and (2.2). 
T ( 0 , t )  = T,[l + (u+s) sinWt + (LV) COS Vt], 
it follows from a previous argument that  we want t o  solve fo r  t-v, the 
cosine componsnt of surface temperature (i. e. t-v is the factor B tha t  
appeared fn chapter 1). After many laborious algebraic manipulatbns, we 
finally obtain as oar result: 
‘ ( s i n h ~  +sinx) 
(2 .7)  
“15 B(r,,w) = t-v 
P(cosh M -  cos P!) 4C.i.h X - sin H) + g ( c o s h  PI +cos M) 
where 
. 
12 
B. Special Cases of the General Equation 
1. Infinite conductivitz 
It i s  of in te res t  la examine (2.7) for the special case i n  which 
coaductivity effects can be ignored. This may be done by letting K -- 
and using the s a a l l  argument approldmations for a l l  the transendental 
fumtions i n  (2.7). Thus we may Write (since N=2ro  d s '  -c 0 as K --I. 
sinh 2Zro + s i n  2Zr0 9 4Zr, 
sinh 22r, - sin 2Zr0 =(8/3)Z3rg 
cosh 2Zr0 +cos 2Zr, w 2 
cosh2Zro -cos 2Zr0 z 42 r, 2 2  
If 
(2.9) 
re now l e t  the reaaaimng K in t h e  expression go t o  inf in i ty  axl define 
S = total area of cylillder 
P P  
Q = n S I 0  
C* = C p S r o  
im finally g e t  
-#c* T,QU 
B =  I- 
(C* T, wla + (% Q12 
P 
(2.10) 
To find the maximum of (2.10), differentiate it w i t h  respect to  w and 
set the result to  zero. There results the following condition f o r  maximum B: 
4 Q  
v C*To 
P 
w =- - (2.11 
Substituting (2.11) in to  (2.10), one finds that t h e  numerical value of t h i s  
ma%jnlum is;  
mus w8 find tha t  i n  t h i s  case B can a t ta in  a value ufiich is a s i g -  
nificant fraction of T,. 
t h e  transverse force to the to ta l  "direct" force, I th ink  it must be sur- 
prising that a thermal reradiative force can be nearly 1/J as large a5 
direct W h t  pressure itself. 
I n  fact ,  since B turns out t o  be the ratio of 
I n  practice, t h i s  special case is readily applied to a t h i n  metallic 
cylinder. 
we may assume that there i s  M radial temperature gradient, and hence that 
the  coduct iv i ty  is 17unimportantrt. FIowever, since we must maintain a tan- 
gential thermal gradient (T(I$)) to have a mn-zero value for B, the conduc 
tivity of the m e t a l  will b a d  to smooth t h i s  gradient out thus degrading 
the B value. 
section. 
Since the thermal coduct ivi ty  of most m e t a l s  is q d t e  high, 
A quantitative analysis of this effect is given i n  the next 
2. The Effect of Tamential Coducticitv 
The derivation h i c h  wl.U. only be sketched here may be f o d  i n  detailed 
fora i n  Appendix D. 
considers only radial heat flow, an effect which w i l l  - not be considered i n  
t h i s  section. 
heat flow is important, rad ia l  effects may be neglected.) 
Zonsider again the cylinder shown i n  f igu re  1. 
The resu l t  cannot be derived from equation (2.7) which 
( I t  is assumed here that for a thin cylinder where tangential 
This cylinder w i l l  be 
assumed to be in exactly the  same situation as before except that  now heat 
may be emhanged between adjacent elements. men, over a short angular 
14 
distance, we may assme Unear one-dimensional heat flow arrd use (2.4) in 
the  fona 
The thelmal energy b a b e  for a cylirrder element can be written as: 
net heat influx rate = inflow ra t e  - outflow ra te  
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
Assu--ix a solution of the same form as (1.1) and substitutixg (1.1) in to  
(2.131, we are finally led to 
KLr, 
G =- 3 
Xcw it can be readily verified that 
-tQ 
Bmx= 8 '' - Q + 2 T , n G  n 
(2.14) 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
It can be seen that (2.10) and (2.14) are identical  except f o r  the 
factor S in the denominator whose presence serves both to reduce the iuaximm 
attainable value of B as well as t o  increase the value of w a t  which it i s  
attained. 
proportional to the product of t h e  thennal conductivity and the tangential 
It also seems reasonable that t h i s  factor < should be direct ly  
cross section, and inversely proportional to the c y U d e r  radius. 
3. The Semi-infinite Solid 
Another special case which is of in te res t  is for "large" ro, or for a 
cyllndsr in a situation where the temperature of i t s  inner surface does not 
change w i t h  time. This special case occurs In the analysis of the radiation 
pressure on rotattng bodies i n  orbit  about the sun and was first mentioned 
.. 
i n  t h i s  context by Yarkovsky about 1900. Later quantitative work by Opik 
led to an approximation for the 3 factor f o r  a rotating sphere which was; 
(2.18) 
and was derived i n  an entirely different manner than will be done here. 
Mote tha t  (2.18) i s  not valid for small u. 
I w i l l  now show that  (2.7) reduces to (2.17) as ro-m - a d  as w becomes 
First, we immediately note that  the cosh(2Zrd and sinh(2Zro) are 
unbounded as r o t -  while the sin(2Zro) and cos(2Zro) remain between &l. 
Therfore, (2.7) f i rs t  reduces to 
-+si& 2Zr, 
P cosh 2Zr0 +$ sinh 2Zr0 + 8 B =  cosh 2Zro (2.19) 
If we divide both numerator and denoainator of (2.18) by cosh(22ro) and 
sinh(2zr ) recoP,nize t ha t  ~yj cash 2zro - 1 as re+-, then 0.13 reduces to 
and as w ge t s  (2.20) approaches 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
. 
16 
which agrees with (2.18). 
only for a cylinder, i t  would probably be a bet ter  approldmation i f  m e z e d  
to a sphere than (2.18). 
C. A Jumerlcal Ekample 
However, even though (2.20) is stfictb v&d 
Because of the complex character of equation (2.7). it seemed advisable 
to grapg the function. 
can be demonstrated that (2.10) is valid over a very large range, which 
encompasses the ent i re  r e i o n  correspondins to a rotating th in  m e t a l l i c  
cylinder. Therfore, the refinement of (2.10) which takes tangential con- 
ductivity into account, (2.14), could also be used w i t h  some confidence 
i n  th i s  special case. 
From this graph, wfiich is shoun i n  Appendix C, it 
L e t ' s  take a specific numerical example, appropriate to  the Sunblazer 
pro,Zram, and use (2 10) to see ideally what type of hardware is called for. 
Since weiOht i s  a consideration of all spacecraft and beryllium has a large 
specific heat, we will use this metal i n  our design. The parameters we 
will use are; 
p = 1.85 %m/cc ~ = 2 5 m  
L = 20 cm 
w = .03 rad/sec 
7 
P 
K = 2.3K10 ers/cm2secoK 
C = 1.12XlO e r g / O K  gm 
7 ( . 3  r p )  
r L = l  
e = l  
r,= ? 
If w e  choose to study the behavior of t h i s  system a t  1 astronomical unit, 
then I, = 1.5XlO Our problem i s  to find the value for r, 
which maximizes (2.10) (i.e. the value f o r  r, which sa t i s f ies  (2.11)). 
6 eq/cm sec. 
solving (2.11) for ro we get 
4Q ro = v T , p S C  w 
F 
(2.21) 
8 
17 
Evaluatirrg (2.21 ), q, turns out t o  be about 0.1 mm and the corresponding 
mass of the cylinder i s  about 60 grams. 
fid that the d b n m  transverse force on the cylinder is approximately 
0.01 dynes. 
necessarily consemat&ve a& therefore free to do work on the system, this 
Also, usirq equation (1.12). we 
This force i s  adadttedly qui te  snall ,  but since it i s  not 
value could become signigicant over an extended period of -e. 
of such forces on the various dynamical modes of a spacecraft will be con- 
sidered i n  chapter 3 .  
The effect 
It should be pointed out here that  tangential conductivity i s  quite 
important i n  the previous example. I n  fact, i f  the resulting value fo r  ro 
as w e l l  as the conductivity are plugged into (2.14). we find that 3 is de- 
creased to  less than half the value it would have i n  the absence of tangen- 
tial conductivity. iiowever, a continuous metal cylinder is not the only 
possible design, and a cylinder constructed of properly segmented s t r ips  
of metal separated ?q insulating materials could probably approach ides1 
performance. 
CHAPTER 3 
SPACEX=RAFT DYNAMICS 
'\e have seen that  an illuminated cylinder rotating about i t s  a x i s  of 
symetry may experience a transverse reradiative force whin\ i s  perpendicular 
both t o  the cylinder axis and to the direction of incident radiation. If 
t h i s  force were t o  have a moment arm about a spacecraft's center of mass, 
then the resultixq torque could be mpable of dissipating oscillations of 
the spacecraft's spin axis ( i - e .  precession). 
A .  A Spinning Axially Symetric Spacecraft 
Consider an axially sgmetric spacecraft, as shown i n  figure 3, which 
has i t s  center of pressure placed so as to always produce a torque tending 
to a l i p  i t s  d s  with the direction of incident radiation. 
i s  not spinning, it will simply Ubrate  about one of i t s  transverse axes. 
If, however, it i s  rotating about i t s  f i g u r e  d s  and we ignore reradiative 
forces, the spacecraft will, i n  general, both precess and nutate a t  an 
amplitude which w i l l  be undiminished w i t h  t i m e  and determined by the i n i t i a l  
cod i t ions  . 
If t h e  vehicle 
To show t h i s  mathematically, consider a spacecraft whose axial a d  
transverse moments of iner t ia  are Ix ard It respectively. 
velocity be w about the  x axis, which makes an an& 0 w i t h  the direction 
of illumination, and l e t  its y ~s be chosen perpendicular t o  the direction 
I s t i t s  angular 
\ 
1 
- --  
'c 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
I 
/ I / 
I / 
c 
---I /* / / / / I 
\ 
- --  
center of mass 
absorbing surface 
reflective "sail' designed 
S c h a t i c  of Spacecraft 
20 
of illumination. 
"flyttheel" equations i n  the form 
Then because the spacecraft i s  spetric, we may use the 
m 
- n 1 w  +&In HZ = It= y x x  x t y  
z 
where the 31's are applied moments about their respective axes. Mow if the 
azimuth of the x ;uds  about the direction of illumination i s  4, then we have 
Q = Q  
9 
Substituting (3 .2 )  i n t o  (3 .1)  we z e t  
(3 .2)  
Naw i n  general, H = 0 and if we exclude thermal reradiaave forces, 
X 
M = 0 also. 
we are just  interested i n  the steady s t a t e  solution of (3.3),  then we may 
However, M will usually be present and depend on 0 only. If 
e Y 
further require 6 = = o and there results 
I 
(3.4) 
21 
L O  (3.5) 
which comespods to a steady precession of the spacecraft a t  two possible 
ratem about the 1, direction. 
cone angle, is constant i n  t h i s  case where w e  have assumed Mc = 0 .  
B. 
It is important to note here that 0 ,  the 
Effects of Reradiative Forces on S t e a d y  Precession 
W e  have seen that i n  the abseace of thermal reradiative forces, the 
spacecraft spin axis vf l l  precess a t  a constant axgle to the direction of 
illuminat&on. Now since i t s  direction is perpendicular both to the spin 
d s  (x a x i s )  and to the I, direction (see fizure 5 ) ,  U s  force must be 
paral le l  to  the y direction. 
thermal characteristics of that  portion of material forward of the space- 
Hence, i f  it is generated primarily by the 
c raf t ' s  center of mass, the resulting torque w i l l  be entirely about the 
2 axis and fpropp the posiave sense of ux) in the positive sense. 
Let's see what the effect of t h i s  positive z moment will be on t h e  
steady precession of the previous section, 
rate i s  very nearly constant, (i.e. (a w 0) then we may write 
If we assme that the precession 
Y 
solving for 6 we get 
. e = . -  - 2r t  + COS e (3.7) 
(3.8) 
Thust we see that an important effect  of thermal reradiative forces on 
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a precessing spacecraft is t o  produce a negative 6 ,  t ha t  i s ,  an " e r e c ~ n g "  
torque i s  generated which tends to aUgn the spacecraft's spin ruds w i t h  
the direction of incident radiation. 
plished, however, both 14 and ILI vannish and the vehic1e"s figure axis w i l l  
thereafter remain fixed i n  space (unless the direction of the incident rad- 
ia t ion  c h w e s ) .  
Once t h i s  alignment has been accom- 
Y 2 
'?e might briefly consider the effect  of these sane reradiative forces 
on a non-rotating spacecraft which i s  l i b r a t i q  about one of i t s  transverse 
axes. 
by reradiatdve forces. 
the r e r a d i a t i x  surface i n  front of the center of mass) these forces wi l l  
First recall from section 1 .B tha t  work may be dcne on such a system 
If we observe from f i g u r e  5 that  i n  th i s  case (With 
produce torques which oppose the a q u l a r  velocity of libration, it becomes 
apparant that  energy is removed frono this type of oscil lation during each 
cycle. 
spacecraft a s  will eventually become stationary and eligned w i t h  the 
direction of incident radiation. 
same reradiatilg surface which reduces the precession cone angle when the 
spacecraft is spinrdw, also damps out oscil lations about the transverse 
axis when wx i s  zero. 
Therefore. the amplitude of the l ibration will decrease and the 
It i s  a fortunate coincidence t h a t  the 
C. A b a e r i c a l  Examp l e  
3uppose we examine the dynamical response of a spinning Sunblazer-type 
spacecraft, similar to  tha t  shown i n  f igu re  3, with parameters for the up- 
per cylinder which are near those used i n  section 2.C. 
a = l  
e = l  
~ = 2 5 -  
L = 20 c m  
r, = .Ol7 c m  
w = .01 rad/sec 
6 I~ = IO gm cm2 
X 
C_* = 1.74X10 9 erg/OK 
6 v Io = 1.5XlO erg/cm2sec (@ 1 A.U.) 
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Decrease of Precession Cone -le 
I I I 1 1 
time (hrs) 
-L l b  2b Io 50 60 t 
f i g u r e  6 
If we choose the i n i t i a l  value f o r  0 t o  be 900 and assume that  the 
cylinder surface has a mament am of 1 = l j  cm about the center of mass, 
then we can calculate HE from (2.10) as a function of 8. with t h i s  value 
for Mz, (3 .8)  can be used to calculate 6 as a function of 8. 
relationship is  numerically integrated, there results a response fo r  the 
When this 
spacecraft (e vs t )  as  shown i n  f igure 6. 
Although the "erecting*' torque is s m a l l  i n  t h i s  example ( -15 dyne-cm), 
it can be seen from the graph above that  it is stU.3. capable of rotating 
the  spacecraft's spin axis nearly 60° i n  24 hours. 
quickly decays as  8 becomes less than 300, but it i s  s t i l l  sufficient to 
However, t h i s  rate 
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reduce the cone angle to less than 60 after 3 days have elapsed. 
faster responses may be produced is to increase either the area of the 
radiat5x-g surface or its moment arm about the spacecraft's center of mass. 
Another way to do this would be to increase the erecting torque by ampl5fy- 
One way 
ing the  reradiative forces themselves, and t h i s  latter technique i s  considered 
i n  chapter 4. 
. 
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CHAPTER 4 
AMPLIFICATION OF REWiDIATIVE FORCES 
In  the previous chapters, only the momentum contained i n  electromagnetic 
radiation was considered i n  the production of thermal reradiative forces. 
However, since the rat io  of enemj t o  momentum i n  t h i s  type of radiation is 
c ,  the velocity of l ight ,  it might  be advantageous to use some of this abun- 
dant energ t o  eject  a small. amount of mass from the reradiative surface. 
Suppose a certain amount of energy, E, is radiated from a surface. 
Then the %upulse, 5p, transfered to that surface W i l l  be 
-.I 
5 'ip = - 2 c  
on the average. 
surface by a particle of mass m, then the impulse transfered to the surface 
will be 
If the same amount of energy i s  carried away fram the 
on the  average where v is the velocity of the particle. 
i n  general, the particle w i l l  transfer much more momentum to the  surCace 
than radiation can for t h e  same amount of energy. 
reradiative forces could be greatly amplified if  even a small amount of 
the incident energy were used t o  expel mass from a surface. 
Since v <<< c 
Therefore, thermal 
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To i l l u s t r a t e  one way this might be done, consider a porous reradi- 
ating surface which i s  continuously suppUed with a gas under low pres- 
sure. 
will acquire an m s  velocity corresponding to  t h e  temperature of the mater- 
i a l  with which it was i n  contact. 
from the waxmer half of the cylinder w i l l  leave w i t h  a higher velocity 
than those escapirq f roa  the cooler side and t h i s  w i l l  add to the reradi- 
ative forces already present. A workable system of this type, which could 
be sustained by the example i n  section 3.C.. .might release ug to 100 grams 
of N2 <as per day and generate a continuous transverse force of about 2 
dynes. 
forces. 
Kow as t h i s  gas effuses through the surface pores and escapes, it 
Consequently, the molecules effusing 
This would be 200 times greater than the corresponding reradiative 
Unfortunately, the above system would have no weight advantage over 
a gas j e t  thruster s-?stem since gas bottles, valves, and piping would be 
required. ilowever, suppose that instead of storing the gas in a bottle,  
ve store it i n  a campound which is applied over the reradiative surface. 
If we also require that  this compounl remain mn-volatile until after it 
is exposed to the extreme ultra-violet  of the sun's spectrum after which 
it dissociates and evaporates thennally f r o m  the surface, then the reradi- 
at ive forces w i l l  be amplified in much the same way as before. Also, when 
t h e  spacecraft's a x i s  is properly aligned, no sunlight reaches the compound 
and it would not be further expended udess  the spacecraft axis  were some- 
how disturbed. 
i n  the previous example. 
Therefore, it would m t  have to expel gas continuously as 
Ye might attempt further amplification by another order Of magl.litde 
If the by coating the surface with a material which photoionizes easily. 
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spacecraft has acquired a positive charge from photoelectric emission, 
then the positive ions would be repelled from the spacecraft a d  leave the 
surface a t  a rather large velocity. 
. 
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CtrAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS AND RJEOMMENDED FURTHSR STUDY 
The main results which have been established here are as follows: 
1. Any absorbing surface uhich is illuminated by radiation of time 
vary ix  intensity will re-emit t h i s  energy with a certain time 
2. 
3. 
lag w i t h  respect to the incident radiation. 
par t  of a rotating cylinder, then t h i s  lag w i l l  also result i n  
the reradiated energy being emitted3.n a different direction, on 
the average, then the incident radiation. It is the momentum 
transfered to the surface by this reradiation which gives rise 
to a transverse force, which is a component perpendicular to the 
incident direction. 
of the total "direct" l i g h t  pressure on a cylinder. 
If this absorbing surface is part  of a system which oscillates 
harmonically and which receives radiation i n  phase w i t h  angular 
position, then this lag i n  reradiation can produce a torque which 
i s  partially i n  phase with angular velocity. 
reradiative forces to  do work on the system. 
'hen the reradiating material i s  a thin f l a t  sheet of metal, 
equation (2.10) may be used. 
t ion (2.14) i s  preferred over (2.10). 
If t h i s  surface is 
Ibis transverse force can be as large as 1/5 
Tiis allows the  
For a thin metallic cylinder, equa- 
However, whenever radial  
I 
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corrluctivity i s  "importantf1 (see Appedix C),  equation (2.7) must 
be used. 
If a cylinder of reradiatiag material is  attached in front of the 
center of mass of a spidrrg spacecraft, then the resdting re- 
radiative torques can align the spacecraft's spin axis rwltb the 
direction of iaeident  radiation. 
4. 
( l a i s  fea ture  i s  irrlependant 
of the spacecraft*s spin direction.) 
i a l  can damp out librations of the spacecraft when it i s  not rotat- 
ing. 
i s  cakapletely passive: there are no mvtw or even beding members 
involved a d  110 spacecraft power is  required. F'urtkierwrre, the 
mass of th is  hardware need be no more than 1% of the total mass 
for a 10 kilogram spacecraft. 
This same reradiating mater- 
Now it should be noticed here that the hardware called for  
So far nothixqg has been said of the stability of nutational motdons 
motions of the spacecraft's a x i s  w i t h  the above mentioned reradiative 
technique. 
sidered, an analysis of nutational s tab i l i ty  is not possible. 
tive guess as to  the effect of a "slowly" increasing I, on the rotatine 
cylinder i s  that the reradiative forces w i l l  increase beyomi the corres- 
pondirg instantaneous steady state value fo r  I,. 
i f  I, slowly decreases. 
lead to a clear understardiw of nutational stability. 
H o w e v e r ,  because only steady s ta te  Situations have heen con- 
A quaxta- 
The reverse should occur 
However,  t h i s  speculation is not sufficient to 
Thewfore, I would reconmad for further study an analysis of the 
behavior of them1 reradiative forces as the incident intensity i s  varied. 
This analysis could then be used to s t d y  the nutational s tab i l i ty  problem. 
However, emen i f  the proper damping of t h i s  oscillation i s  not provided 
by reradiative forces. passive mechanical dampers should be able to operate 
satisfactorily at  the relatirely high arrgular accelerations of t h i s  node. 
I uould also r e c a e p p l e l r d  the further investigatlon of techniques for 
ampUrs.irg reradiative forces. 
Nz gas when exposed to extreme ultra-violet radiation, I have llot verizied 
that any specific choice would be suitable for my purpose as stated in 
Chapter 4. 
Although c a a p o d s  are known which m l v e  
. 
APPENDIX A 
RIBAIXATIVE PRESSURE ON A F U T  SURFACE 
Consider a f l a t  surface of temperature T and area S which i s  iso- 
tropically radiating over a hemisphere. 
( the pwer radiated) is given by 
The rate a t  wfiich it loses energy 
Then the energy flux per unit area through a unit headsphere surroundirrg 
S d l l b O  
ani the correspoading mmentum flux will be 
4 - eoST dp = ( A . 3 )  
Our pmblm is to fiad that companent of the total laomentun f lux 
through the hasphere  which is n o d  to the surface, S. 
by first dividiag up the h d s p h e r e  into differential areas, dA, corres- 
ponding to the usual conventions of polar coordinates. 
elevation angle from the horizontal a& 0 is the atiauth -le.) 
Ve can do this 
(i .e.  8 i s  the 
Therefore, 
a d  the correspoding flux through the drifferential surface which i s  
mrmal to the surface. 
4 - eaST 
dpn= 2nc 
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s, i s  
d+ cos 0 de sin 0 
the enem surface of the h&sphere, 
J O  
The force on the surface must be equal and opposite to the moment= f lux  
through the hemisphere a d  therefore, the validity of equation (1.2) i s  
demonstrated . 
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APPENDIX B 
TRB DEPENDANT RADIATION INPUT 
First ctmsider the Ught intensitg which an element of a mtatixg 
cylinder experiences. a cwr- 
dinate system me that shown i n  figorre 5 w i t h  wx= ij axxi the directrton of 
incident d a t i o n  defined as the x' axis, then we may relate the ''prime" 
cooniinate system to the body coordinate system Q an orthogonal matrix 
transformation of the form 
If we describe an axially symetric body 
where R i s  a rotation matrix. l&u R can be found by multiplying together 
the iadivldual matrices from successive rotations about body axes, and i s  
given bs 
1 0 0 cos e 0 0 
o sin+ cos+ -s ine  
R = [ O  cos+ -.i.(i[ 0 1 
(B.2) 
Ntip ly ing  (B.2) out and substttuIAng it into (B.l) there results 
sin8 sin Q 
= [ s I I y d n e  cos+ cos$- sin+ cos0 sin* 
-cos0 sine s in+cos$+ c o s ~ c o s e  sin$ 
Now if the incident radiation i s  from the x* direckbn, then the Ught  
intensits which a &ace element of the cylider euportemces will be pm- 
portioasL b the caaponent of its surface mrmal i n  the x' direction. 
Since the surface m d  of
conbinat5on of y and zt we w a n t  the projections of these axes on the x' 
axis which from (B.3) a r e  sin0 sinU and sin0 cos U respectively. 
for an element 
cylinier element can be writen as a linear 
Therefore, 
where 8 i s  constant. 
the i q u r  intensits, I ( t )  must be eero for negat5ve values of (B.41, which 
correspoads to an eleaent being in the shadow of the cylinder. 
a cyunder element experiences a light input as shown i n  figure 4. 
Bowever, since we cannot have a negative value for 
Since $=w,t, 
How the argular position of a l i b r a a  slab as shown i n  figure 2, 
which i s  oscillatirg harmonically, can be described by 
lberefore, the light input intensity which the surface of the slab recaves 
fS 
which is also of the  same f o w  as figure 4. 
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APPENDIX c 
2HE GEWEXAL EQUATIOR 
Our problea is to f'ind a solution to the equation 
subject to the bo- c d t i o n s  
'h asstue a s o l a o n  to (C.1) of the foxm 
T ( r , t )  = T,(l+ A(r)sinwt -t B(r)coswt ) (c.4) 
aad upon s u b s t i t u t i x  (C.4) into (C.l) we obtain 2 total differential 
equat;lons for A ( r )  ahd B(r)  
as the 4 rwofs. If we define - 
I 
zq& , 
use (C.8) w i t h  4. arbitrary constants of integration to get A(r), axxi then 
use (C.6) to get B(r), them results 
A = eZr(- t sin Zr + s cos Z r  ) + e-*(- v sin zr +ucos Zr (c.10) 
&ere s, t, ut and v a m  the arbitrarg constants. 
substituted into (c.4). it can be easily seen that (2.6) redts. 
If (C.10) arrd (C.11) are 
In order to evaluate the 4 constants of integration in (2.6), we w i l l  
use (C.2) and (C.3)  to each Zive 2 algebraic equations. 
(2.6) and requiring the coefficients of sinwt and cos w t  to separately 
vanrdsh we get 
Using (C.2) d t h  
In o d e r  to simplify t h i s ,  define 
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fl = SinZr, + cos Zr, (C, 14) 
. 
which are  the 2 desired algebraic equations. 
TO get 2 more equations, we use (C.3) together w i t h  (2.6) and the 
first 2 tern of (2.3). If we define 
4 a1 eu T, 
K c1 =* , c2 = (C.18) 
we w i l l  get 
- v + s - t ) s inwt+ (v - u + t + s)coswt] = c ( T + + s i n u t )  1 &[(-a 
+ c2(1 + 4(u + s )sin ut + 4(t - v)cos wt + . . . . . ) (C.19) 
Since (C.19) must be an idenaty, we equate the constant, sine, and 
cosine tenus to get (after saae simplification) 
clh = c2 (c.20) 
(ZT, + 4Cz)v - ZT,U + ZT,S + (ZT, - W2)t = 0 
ZT,V + (JG2 + ZT,)U - (ZT, - 4C2)s + ZT,t = 
(c.21) 
(C.22) 
Equations (C.18) and (c.20) can be used to find 
Hawever, (C.21) and (C.22) together w i t h  (C.16) d (C.17) provide enough 
. 
algebraic equations to solve explicit ly for the constants s, t, u, and v. 
Now at t h i s  point, the analysis becomes extrenely m e s s y  and only 
intermediate results will be given. 
11 tha t  we want to  solve fo r  t and v. 
a d  (C.17) to get the following e~~pressions fo r  u ard s; 
It i s  clear from the appaent on page 
fierefore, we sill first use (C.16) 
(C. 24) 
'hen (C.24) and (C.25) are substituted into (C.21) and (e.=), we 
get 2 equations for  the 2 unkmwns, t and v, uhich are qnite lergthy. In 
proceedirrg to wlve these equations f o r  t- v, we find that a l l  v t i a l  
terms coalesce in to  sinh's and cosh's, a d  we f ina l ly  obtain 
Squation (C.26) is graphed i n  figure 7 and it i s  clear tha t  fo r  #<1.0, 
B takes the same characteristic fonu as P i s  varied, 
the condition necessary fo r  (2.10) to be valid. 
In  fact ,  H c 1 . O  is  
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d - ? 
Q 
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APPEWEX D 
TANGSNTIAL HEAT FLDW 
Ow problaa i s  to find a solut5on to (2.13). i-Iawever, since U = u t ,  
the temperature will just be a function of time and to ta l  derivatives of 
T may be used. Equation (2.13) may be converted to the form 
(D.3) 
Now assume a solution to (D.l) of the fom 
T = T,(l +Asinwt+Bcoswt) 
If we substitute (D.3)  into (D.l) we w i l l  get 
C I T O ( ~ A ~ ~ ~ w t -  wBsinwt) + To( l  4 +4Asinwt+Bcoswt+ ....) = 
C2(-;i-++sinwt 1 + C T,(-Asinut-Bcoswt) 
3 (D.4) 
Sime (D.4) m u s t  be an idenuty, we can equate the constant, sine, ami 
cosine coefficients to get ‘ 
(&To 4 + C T,)A - C T,wB=- ‘2 
3 2 
C Tow A + (4T0 4 + C3T,)B = 0 
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and using equations (D.2)  a d  (D.51, we finally get 
B =  
To[C*ari! + (? Q + Z V G ) ~ ]  
P Tr To 
G =.y KLr 
(D. 9) 
(D. 10) 
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